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Abstract
Being inspired by a phenomenological success of a charged lepton mass formula,
























for quarks and leptons f = u; d;  and e. Lower bounds
of the physical Higgs boson masses are deduced from the present experimental data
and possible new physics from the present scenario is speculated.
1 Motives
One of my dissatisfactions with the standard model is that for the explanation of the mass
spectra of quarks and leptons, we must choose the coeÆcients y
f
ij












i (f = ; e; u; d, and i; j are family indices) \by hand". In order to reduce
this dissatisfaction, for example, let us suppose U(3)
family














. Unfortunately, we know that the mass spectra of up-
and down-quarks and charged leptons are not identical and the Kobayashi-Maskawa [1]
(KM) matrix is not a unit matrix. Moreover, we know that in such multi-Higgs models,
in general, avor changing neutral currents (FCNC) appear unfavorably.
Nevertheless, I would like to dare to challenge to a model with U(3)
family
nonet Higgs











My motives are as follows.






























= 1776:96927  0:00052  0:00005 MeV for the input values [3] of
m
e
= 0:51099906  0:00000015 MeV and m

= 105:658389  0:000034 MeV (the rst










MeV excellently satises the
charged lepton mass relation (2). An attempt to derive the mass relation (2) from a Higgs
model has been tried [5]: We assumed U(3)
family
nonet Higgs bosons 
j
i
(i; j = 1; 2; 3),
whose potential is given by

























Here, for simplicity, the SU(2)
L
structure of  has been neglected, and we have expressed
the nonet Higgs bosons 
j
i












is the octet part of , i.e., Tr(
oct
) = 0, and 1 is a 3  3 unit matrix. For

2















together with v = v
y





























with m / v and heavy lepton mass matrix M
E
/ 1, we can obtain the mass relation (2).
Another motives is a phenomenological success [6] of quark mass matrices with a


























































































) and KM matrix
parameters.
These phenomenological successes can be reasons why the model with a U(3)
family
nonet Higgs bosons, which leads to a seesaw-type mass matrix (1), should be taken seri-
ously.
2
2 Outline of the model








[7] symmetries. These sym-
metries except for U(3)
family
are gauged. The prototype of this model was investigated
by Fusaoka and the author [8]. However, their Higgs potential leads to massless physi-
cal Higgs bosons, so that it brings some troubles into the theory. In the present model,
the global symmetry U(3)
family
will be broken explicitly, and not spontaneously, so that
massless physical Higgs bosons will not appear.
The quantum numbers of our fermions and Higgs bosons are summarized in Table I.



















































































1 1 1, 8





This guarantees that we obtain a seesaw-type mass matrix (2) by diagonalization of a 66







































. (See Fig. 1.)





























(2, 1, 8+1) (1, 1, 1) (1, 2, 8+1)
  











3 Higgs potential and \nonet" ansatz




i, i.e., each term in V (
R
) takes the coeÆcient which is exactly
proportional to the corresponding term in V (
L
). This assumption means that there is a
kind of \conspiracy" between V (
R
) and V (
L
). However, in the present stage, we will
not go into this problem moreover. Hereafter, we will drop the index L in 
L
.
The potential V () is given by









is a part of V () which satises a \nonet" ansatz stated below, V
OctSingl
is a part which violates the \nonet" ansatz, and V
SB
is a term which breaks U(3)
family
explicitly.
The \nonet" ansatz is as follows: the octet component 
oct
and singlet component 
s




) always appear with the combination of (4) in the La-
grangian. Under the \nonet" ansatz, the SU(2)
L























































































































































































































For a time, we neglect the term V
SB
in (10). For 
2
< 0, conditions for minimizing
































) = 0, and v = v
y




































































) = (0:016473; 0:23687; 0:97140).




















































































































































, the relation (13) are still unchanged.
4 Physical Higgs boson masses











































































































Then, we obtain masses of these Higgs bosons which are sumalized in Table II.





















































































































, so that they are
not physical bosons. The mass of W









=2, so that the value of v
0




5 Interactions of the Higgs bosons
(A) Interactions with gauge bosons
Interactions of 
L











































































































Note that the interactions of H
0
1
are exactly same as that of H
0
in the standard model.
























































+    : (24)
The full expression will be given elsewhere.
(C) Interactions with fermions
Our Higgs particles 
L
do not have interactions with light fermions f at tree level, and
they can couple only between light fermions f and heavy fermions F . However, when the
6 6 fermion mass matrix is diagonalized as (9), the interactions of 
L
with the physical








































For charged leptons, since U
e
L












































































For quarks, in spite of U
q
L
6= 1, the Higgs boson H
0
1
























+    : (29)







(i 6= j) cause
family-number non-conservation.
6
6 Family-number changing and conserving neutral
currents
(A) Family-number changing neutral currents
In general, the Higgs boson H
0
1
do not contribute to avor-changing neutral currents















































GeV. For the special case


























































































(B) Family-number conserving neutral currents























 1:94  10
 6
: (31)


















7 Productions and decays of the Higgs bosons
As stated already, as far as our Higgs boson H
0
1
is concerned, it is hard to distinguish it
from H
0
in the standard model. We discuss what is a new physics expected concerned
with the other Higgs bosons.
(A) Productions




are of the order of a few































super linear colliders which are planning in the near future. Only a chance
of the observation of our Higgs bosons 
j
i



































) = 0:026 + 0:003].
(B) Decays































! cu) :  (H
1
2






























































= 73:5% : 24:9% : 1:6%: (35)
8 Summary
We have proposed a U(3)-family nonet Higgs boson scenario, which leads to a seesaw-type




































and the lower bounds on the masses of 
L




mixing and rare meson decays.
Unfortunately, the Higgs bosons, except for H
0
1

















The present scenario is not always satisfactory from the theoretical point of view:
(1) A curious ansatz, the \nonet" ansatz, has been assumed.
(2) The potential includes an explicitly symmetry breaking term V
SB
.
These problems are future tasks of our scenario.
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